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Please tell us a short story about someone who has benefited from this funding.
One example of how the funding has benefited is that in purchasing a Canon 5D camera we have been 
able to move into professional photography to compliment our film work. Over the past six months this 
has allowed us to employ one of our graduates Matt as a photographer on a range of corporate shoots 
including producing content for LXRA, Social Traders, John Holland, Westpac and DVV. During this 
period Matt through combined photography and film work has averaged 3 to 4 days per week and this 
simply wouldn’t have been possible without the investment in equipment. To put it in context Matt had 
struggled at school, left home at 14 but has now found a real creative niche and is building his 
professional resume as a photographer and videographer and doing a great job. This is what makes it all 
worthwhile when you see these type of outcomes.

Please describe the impact that the specific TFN funding has had.
The TFN funding has been a great help!!!! 

Basically it has enabled us to increase the amount of jobs we can do that in turn increases the amount of 
young people we can employ. At the moment we have 6 core young people employed in the Production 
Business who originally started in the training. We have also been able to employ a further 12young 
people casually during the past 12months. It has also improved our production level as we were able to 
get a filming kit made up of higher quality 4k cameras that are a step up on what we had been using. 

In fact it is hard now to imagine how we could have kept up with demand in the past 6-12months without 
this injection of support. There has been numerous occasion during this period where we would have had 
to knock back work and therefore opportunity without having a 2nd kit to work with.  What is particularly 
significant is that we have also started to attract a completely new group of clients in the corporate sector 
and to this point have been able to keep up with demand. This has included working with John Holland, 
LXRA and Westpac and we are currently in discussion with Australia Post, Telstra and AGL.



Please provide a quantitative breakdown of how TFN funds have been used
The funds were used to buy a second upgraded filming kit and also a slider and job. This included the 
following items:
- C200 Canon Film Camera & lenses
- Canon 5D Mark IV & Lenses
- Slider
- Jib
- LED Lights

Describe any ways the funding was used that differs from that described your original pitch
We have used the funding as we intended though we didn’t reach our higher level target so were only 
able to use it for the purchase of equipment rather than toward creating a Business Development Role 
(this is something we are still seeking in the bigger picture).

How many people have been affected by programs or activities that were supported with TFN
funding?
Direct beneficiaries have been the whole core staff of Youthworx (16) including 6 young people who 
originally started in our training as the cameras have been widely used across the organization and have 
been part of us being able to increase our employment numbers. Alongside this through employing extra 
crews we have been able to employ a further 8young people as crew on a project by project basis. Our 
training program comprising of a further 30young people has also had access to the upgraded equipment 
meaning they have been able to experience crafting shots using high level professional gear.

What measures did you use to assess the impact?
We have been able to see an increase in numbers in relation to employees, amount of clients, revenue 
etc.

Describe three ways that your organisation has changed in the last 12 months since the event
Our employment numbers have increased from 13 to 16 with significantly more casual employees on top 
of that.
Our revenue has increased and over this financial year we will post our highest ever amount.
We have attracted new market sector e.g. corporate on top of the work we do in the nfp sector.

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any additional financial support from anyone you met
through TFN? 
No

Over the last 12 months, did you receive any goods in-kind and/or pro-bono services from
anyone you met through TFN? 
Yes, pro-bono services

What did you receive and from whom?
I was contacted by Kilfinan House and offered the opportunity to have a mentor - this was a lovely offer 
that we explored but have ended up postponing for the time being as we didn't find the right match and I 
am receiving some other support at present.



How important was TFN funding in helping you achieve your objectives this year?
We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without TFN funding

Has the TFN pitch coaching and mentoring helped you succesfully secure funding from other
sources you did not meet through TFN?
Yes

How much and from whom?
Indirectly I think going through the pitch experience helped us attract supprot from Social Ventures 
Partners Melbourne (30k per annum for 3years and ongoing Strategic Support). I had to go through a 
very rigorous process to develop a partnership with them including a couple of pitch's. Having had the 
TFN experience prior to this was invaluable as it had helped me get some clarity around telling our story.

What were some of the other benefits of participating in TFN?
I really enjoyed meeting the other enterprises we pitched with and as articulated above I think it 
contributed to becoming more across telling our story effectively.

Do you have any other comments or feedback  on the TFN experience or funding process?
The photo I have provided shows Young Director Hayden on Palm Island filming award winning 
indigenous author and storyteller Boori Monty Pryor for the feature doco we are producing called 
Storykeepers using the new Canon C200 camera. In this instance he is shooting a slow motion sequence 
which this camera is capable of as well as being able to shoot 4K footage - very exciting! It has opened 
up a world of creative/artistic possibility on top of functionality.




